
Operation Manual 

Installation, Operation, Maintenance 

Tire Changer 

*Read these instructions before placing unit in service.

**Keep these and other materials with the unit in a binder near the machine for easy reference by supervisors and operators. 

***You will need the manual for the information  of the machine, such as safety warning and precautions, assembly, operat-

ing, maintenance and parts list / assembly diagrams.  

****Keep your invoice with this manual for future reference.  Manufacturer shall not be liable for any injury to persons on 

damage to thins caused by failure to comply with these regulations and can cancel warranty coverage. 

version1.1
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(1) Technical Data 

Model  

Electric Requirements See the manufacturer’s serial plate  

Clamping sizes 15” ~ 30” 

Max. Wheel Diameter 42” 

Max. Wheel Width (normal) 15” 

Max. Wheel Width (Reversed) 12” 

Max. Bead breaker size 30” 

Bead Breaker Force 1200N 

Max Pressure 116-145PSI  (8-10 Bar)  

Shipping Weight 300kg 

(2) Assembly Instruction 
 

2-1 Transport 

When transporting the machine it must be handle with a forklift truck with the forks Positioned  

2-2 Unpacking 

When unpacking, check to make sure all parts shown on the spare parts List/Assembly. Diagrams are included. If any parts are missing or broken, 

please call the manufacturer or the dealer as soon as possible. 

(3) Workplace Requirements  

 
Place the tire changer on a firm, smooth and unbroken floor. Drill four holes in the floor corresponding to the holes pre-drilled in the base of the 

machine. Holes should be 80mm deep. Its diameter is 10mm. Then insert the expansion plugs and lighten with the 10mm spanner. 
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1. it is important to understand that tires and / or tire beads do not stretch. It is nearly impossible to mount 

dismount the top bead of the tire unless the to bead of the tire is positioned deep into the drop center area 

of the wheel. 

2. Find the position of the drop center on the wheel.  Clearly identify the drop center, narrow side and wide 

side flanges. 

3. The tire must always be demounted or mounted with wheel positioned on the turntable with narrow side 

facing upward and the deepest part of the drop center facing upward. 

Warning—the wheel illustrated above in diagram A has little or no prominent drop center. These are not dot 

approved wheel configurations.  The tire or wheel—or both—can be damaged during mounting procedures 

causing the tire to explode under pressure, resulting in serious injury or death. 

Important note –most aftermarket and many OEM performance wheels are REVERSE DROP-CENTER con-

figurations.  These wheels must be mounted on the turntable with the hub or wheel-face positioned downward 

on the turntable and the narrow side and deep art of the drop center facing upward. 

（4） Important  
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Assistant arm 

Center mounting device 

Lift pedal 

Tilt back arm pedal 

(5) Product Description 

(6) Standard Accessories  

Bead retainer Reversed 3-5 pin mounting Center shaft +  

cone + center nut 
Pin ruler 

Manual and DVD 

6 and 8mm Allen Key 

Rotating pedal 

Bead breaker arm 

Bead breaker disk 

Control station 

ULMH mounting head 

Normal mounting  Plastic lever  Plastic cone 

Lubrication box 

lift 

Inflation gun 
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2.Lock (front /back) 

5.Instant cut  

3.Bead breaker swing lock 

1.Bead breaker arm  

(front / back) 

4.Bead breaker arm (up / down) 

(7) Function Description 

Function 1 : control the bead breaker arm forward and back movement. 

Function 2：lock movement of forward and back. 

Function 3：lock and release the swing movement of bead breaker arm  

Function 4：control bead breaker arm up and down movement  

Function 5：control the bead breaker disk to perform in-

stant cut function. 
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1. Left picture shows the 

bead breaker arm is in 

lock position.  

(8) How to use bead breaker arm 

(9) How to use 3-5 pin reversed mounting. 

2.pull up the handle to 

unlock. 

3.then bead break arm can 

switch to bottom side. 

Make sure it in lock posi-

tion. 

1.loose the bolt on reversed mounting. Make sure the marking 

“0” no need to loose the bolt. 

2.left picture shows the all pin removed. 

3.base on the left picture, 

the plate mark different 

number, install the need 

pin on the pin hole an gap.  

See next page for large  

picture. 

4.for example, 3 pins are 

needs, then install pin on 

number 3 hole and num-

ber 3 gap.  

5.left picture shows 3 pin 

mounting. 

6.left picture shows 4 pin 

mounting. 

7.left picture shows 5 pin 

mounting. 
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Reversed mounting and hole diagram 
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4.See picture for other distance.  

3.Install a 3-5 pin reserved 

mounting. Loose the bolt to 

adjust the hole distance. 

2.Remove the normal mount-

ing base.  

1.How to change and how to 

use the 3-5 pin reserved 

mounting.  

5.Use pin ruler to meas-

ure the hole distance on 

rim. 

6.Then adjust the pin 

distance. 

7.Place the rim on set 

on reversed mounting. 

8.Check it is stable. 

9.Use a center shaft, 

cone, and nut to tight 

the reversed rim. 

(10）How to use a reversed mount  
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(11) Air supply connection 

This machine is operated at 8-10 bar. Connect right pressure to 

operate. 

(12) Power connection 

Before connect power supply, check the machine’s voltage. If 

you don’t sure, please connect your reseller or manufacture. 

 

（13） Operation   

Warning: Remove any weight attachment from rim. 

1.move the tire on the 

left and step on the left 

pedal.  

2hold the tire and lay 

down the wheel on the 

center mounting base.  

3.align the rim hole and 

center mounting base 

hole.  Also Adjust the 

pin is inside of the rim 

hole. 

4.install the center 

mounting shaft and cone 

with nut.   

5.tight up the nut, so the 

rim will not easy loose 

during demounting.  

6.before bead breaker, 

release the air pressure 

from tire.  Control bead 

breaker arm to move the 

rim’s edge. 

8.lock up front and back 

movement to prevent 

bead breaker arm moving 

during breaker the bead. 

9.move the bead breaker 

arm to down direction 

1cm, and use instant cut 

function to drive the disk 

is under the rim’s edge. 

7.Control bead breaker 

arm and disk to touch the 

rim’s edge. 

10.if you have a head 

time to align with rim’s 

edge, tight up the screw 

on the bead breaker arm 

to stop the movement.  

Then  move  bead break 

arm to touch the rim’s 

edge 

11. if bead breaker disk is 

over the rim, it will dam-

age the rim and machine 

itself. 

12. if bead breaker disk is 

away from rim’s edge, 

there is no way to beak 

the bead because the bead 

lip is still locked up  on 

narrow slide. 
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13.step on the rotation 

pedal clockwise or (anti-

clockwise) to rotate the 

wheel. 

15.after the top bead lip is 

loose, cancel the instant 

cut.  

14.bead breaker arm slowly 

move down and rotate the 

wheel  slowly at  the same 

time. Don’t speed up during 

bead break. If there is a hard 

bead, rotate and push down 

few time to break the bead. 

28.After completed bead 

loose, cancel the instant cut.  

29.Cancel the (front/back) 

lock.  

27.Rotate slowly and then 

move the bead break disk 

up slowly. It will loose 

the bead after few rotate 

26.Step on the rotation 

pedal to rotate the wheel. 

25.See left picture, bead 

break disk is under the 

rim’s edge. 

24.then apply instant cut 

to drive the bead break 

disk go under the rim’s 

edge.  

23.if you need to adjust 

the distance, you may 

cancel (front / back) lock.   

16.bead breaker arm 

move up 

17.Press “ bead breaker 

lift” switch to release 

the lock. 

18.Once you press to 

release the lock, you 

can move bead 

breaker left out 

19.switch the bead 

bread arm to down po-

sition. 

20.inspect the bead 

breaker arm is in lock 

position. 

22.move the bead arm 

disk closed to bottom side 

of rim’s edge, and then 

push up about 2cm. 

21.Return the bead break 

arm to lock position 
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30.press “bead breaker arm” 

to release the lock. 

31.Push bead breaker 

arm to outward  ( swing 

out) and switch the bead 

breaker dick to top posi-

tion. 

32.See left pictures for 

bead breaker disk on top 

position. 

33.Demounting. Move 

the bead breaker arm 

closed to  top rim’s edge. 

See left picture. 

34.Bead break arm 

push bead down and 

able to see bead’s lip. 

Liberate the lip. 

35.Tilt back arm return 

to working position.  

 

Slowly drive down the 

mounting head closed to 

rim’s edge. 

36.See left picture.  

38.Press down the bead breaker arm down 5-6cm until to 

see the narrow side. Control the mounting hook down and 

then slowly rotate the wheel.  The hook will be automati-

cally draw into bead lip under.  

39.See picture how the hook is under the bead lip. 

40.Then assistant arm to 

push bead down at 6 or 7 

o’ clock position. 

41.If you have hard tire, 

use bead breaker arm to 

lift up from bead bottom. 

It helps hook to lift bead 

up easily. 

42.Control the hook to 

lift up the bead’s lip. 

Then remove the assis-

tant arm. 

37.See left picture how 

to set distance between  

the mounting head and 

rim.  
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43.Rotate wheel slowly and apply lubrication on hook and 

bead’s lip.  

44.Once the top bead loose, then demount the bottom bead. 

Lay hook down. Bead break arm lifts up the bead until the 

hook hold the bead’s lip. 

45.Lift up the hook. 

46.The bottom bead’s lip show be away from rim edge. 

Then rise up the bead break disk to rim’s edge.  

47.Rotate the wheel slowly 

Left picture see the bead is completed removed.  
. 

48.Lubricate the bead’s lip. 

49.Place the bead on the top 

of rim. 

50.Bottom of bead lip must be lay down on mounting head 

wing for mounting. 

51.Rotates wheel slowly until 

the bottom bead lip completely 

is mounted. 

52.Put the top side of bead 

lip to lay down on mounting 

wing. 

53.Bead break arm push the 

bead down. 
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54.Use assistant arm to 

press down the bead at 3 

o’clock. 

55.Rotate wheel slowly 

and apply lubrication on 

bead’s lip. 

56.Sometimes the tension 

appear, so the bead’s lip 

cannot go under the rim’s 

edge. In this case, adjust 

the assistant arm and 

bead break arm. 

57.Rotate the wheel 

slowly. 

58.Now the bead is 

mounted on the rim. 

59.Inflate the tire. Pay 

attention, the inflation 

system don’t have auto-

matically stop function.  

During inflate, pay atten-

tion. 

60.Use the lift to take down the 

wheel. 

Must Read for operation 

1. must know well function of this machine. 

We suggest to have training on this machine before 

you start to job. 

3. machine equip a very special design of bead 

breaker arm, not like other normal bead breaker. 

The bead breaker disk must touch the rim’s edge. 

Rotate the wheel when press pressure down to break 

the bead. Some of tire may be rotate many time to 

break open the bead lip. 

4. Watch and check there is enough space for tilt 

back and ULMH, because the some location of bead 

breaker arm will hit tilt back and ULMH 

5. Opposite press down during demount will reduce 

damage of hitting for mounting head and rim. 

6. Opposite press down is less force apply then just 

only use Hooker itself. 

7. Over 17inch rim, we suggest to use 3 points (3, 6 

and 9 o’clock) to press down the bead during the 

mounting. 

8. We suggest you to training well on this machine 

before operation and to avoid misunderstand and 

operation error  
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Must Read 

1 Know well before operation. 

2，We suggest you to train how to use this unit before you start your job 

3，Before you release the hooker, rim’s narrow side is showed and there is a 

big gap for putting the hooker.  Without press bead open, bead will damage 

the hook. 

4 Hook must under the bead lip and lubricate well.  

5，Opposite press down during demount will reduce damage of hit-

ting for mounting head and rim. 

6，Opposite press down is less force apply then just only use 

Hooker itself. 
7, Press down the bead to drop center. Control the hook is in drop center and 

under the bead lip. Then it is easy to pull up the bead.  

8，Over 17inch rim, we suggest to use 3 points (3, 6 and 9 o’clock) 

to press down the bead during the mounting. 

9，during the mounting, watch the bead lip is a right angle of install with 

rim. You maybe use bottom of hook to adjust the bead lip’s angle 

10, if bead with a large width, we suggest to apply a lot of lubrication on 

hexagon sleeve to reduce the friction.  

11, bead breaker arm and disk can remove the bottom of bead lip. 

(14) How to ULMH 
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(15) How  to demount and mount a tire with 

using ULMH 
 

1. before demount, make sure the bead is loose.  Please use 

the bead breaker to loose the bead.  Then lubricate the bead 

where hook push down. 

2. if machine equips assistance 

arm,  press down the bead to 

show the bead lip and gap. Then 

use the hand control valve push 

down the  hook.  (left  picture). 

Return assistance arm. 

3. the hook maybe not under 

the bead lip because the bead is 

thick or long.  Please step on 

the rotation pedal to  counter 

clockwise spin the tire.  

4. during the rotation, the tension 

of bead will be bounced, so the 

hook automatically is under the 

bead lips. 

5. use a hand control valve to 

raise up the hook, the bead lip 

is the top of rim’s edge. 

6. some tires such as run-

flat  ,or  low  profile  tires 

needs extra force to reduce 

stresses. Use the assistance 

arm to press down on the 

tire  opposite  the mounting 

head to allow the bead to 

utilize the drop center area 

of the rim, this position re-

duce stresses in the bead and 

allows an easier bead lift. 

7.lubricate bead lip area before 

rotate the wheel.  Lubricating the 

bead  can  decrease  the  friction 

between hook, bead and rim. It 

must be lubricated well. 

8.  during  the  demount, 

bead lip maybe not jump  

up the top of rim, please 

use  plastic  bead  lifting 

lever to insert the gap be-

tween bead and rim.  Hold 

that position (see left pic-

ture) to keep bead is top of 

the rim.  

9. rotate the tire.  Then 

top bead lip is completed 

loose.   
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10. use the hand control valve to 

push down the hook (lift picture). 

11. use the hook to pull out 

the bottom bead lip. 

12. lubricate the hook and bot-

tom bead lip to decrease frica-

tion during the demounting. 

13.  lubricate  the  vertical 

sleeve if bead is wider. 

14. rotate the wheel to de-

mount the bottom bead lip. 

(16) How  to demount and mount a tire with 

using ULMH 

1. first install bottom bead tip 

on the rim. 

2. rotate the wheel and bot-

tom bead will automatic pull 

down.   Depress  table  top 

pedal  and  rotate  wheel  to 

mount lower bead. Use drop 

center  of  wheel  by forcing 

down on tire just ahead of the 

mounting tool, and follow as 

tire rotates. Rotate table top 

until lower bead is mounted. 

3. the top bead lip must place 

on the ULMH tail. rotate the 

table top until the valve stem is 

directly across from the mount 

head. Lift  the upper bead up 

and over the rear of the mount 

head. With assistance arm press 

down on the tire between the 

mount head and the valve stem 

to hold the tire in the drop cen-

ter. Depress table top pedal and 

rotate  tire  until  bead  is 

mounted. Be careful to ensure 

bead stays in the rim drop cen-

ter in the area ahead of Mount-

ing head  

4. If table top rotation stalls, 

reverse the table top momen-

tarily until tire bead is again 

loose on the wheel. Reposition 

tire on Mounting head, make 

sure  bead  is  correctly  posi-

tioned in drop center of the 

wheel; then attempt mounting 

again. 

5. For low profile or stiff side-

wall tires, it may be advanta-

geous to use the bead lifting 

tool to initially hold the upper 

bead down in the drop center. 
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(17)How  to maintenance the ULMH 

 
A) if using for a while, check the bolts on ULMH to see any loose. 

B) Always clean and lubricate the hook’s device 
C) If HLMH is bent, must not use again. Call our reseller. 
D) If using for a while, check the ULMH angle parallel with 15 or 16 rim. 
E) The ULMH mounting head protection need replace if protection is broken.  

 
6. How to solve …… 

 

A) I hear air leak from cylinder or head control valve? 
Answer: remove the hand control valve cover to check hose connection. Also inspect hose, fit-

ting and gap of hand control valve or cylinder to identify where problem is.   

 

B) after install the ULMH, the vertical spring cannot hold the weight.  What can I do? 

Answer:  it is a normal.  The ULMH is heavy then normal mounting head.  Customer has a 

optional to purchase additional strong spring to support the ULMH weight.   (the upgrade kit 

don’t include strong spring). 

 

C) during mounting or demounting, I found the ULHM touch the rim and damage the rim. 

What do I do? 

Answer: check the angle and parallel of ULMH and rim.  If angle is not correct, it will influ-

ence mounting or demounting.  

 

D) I can demount under tire of 18 inches, but ULMH cannot mount or demount tire over 18 

inches. Also the ULMH touch the rim and damage the rim. 

Answer: tires over 18 inches (including low-profile, run-flat) needs assistance arm press on 

the tire between the mount head and  the valve stem, and hold the tire in the drop center.  Ro-

tate the wheel until bead is mounted.  Be careful to ensure bead stays in the rim drop center in 

the area ahead of mounting heads. 

 

E) the hook of ULMH runs not smoothly after use a while.  What can do? 

Answer: clean up the ULMH runway and lubricate the runway.  Then check any air leak from 

the hand control valve and cylinder.  Replace the hose fitting or call reseller for assistance.  
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(18) Bead Sealing 
1. Position valve stem in front of operator and connect the in-

flation hose with the clip-on chuck. Hold tire up against upper 

edge of the wheel. Be sure tire’s top bead does not cover the 

bottom of the valve stem (figure 19). 

Figure 19 - Lift Tire Upwards for Bead Sealing 

2. Depress inflation pedal to position 2 and hold about one 

second to begin air flow through tire valve, then depress 

pedal to position 3 and hold briefly — less than one full 

second. The blast of air from the jets will expand tire and 

seal the beads. 

3. Release the inflation pedal and allow it to return to posi-

tion 1. Verify that both beads are completely sealed to the 

wheel. Repeat these steps if beads have not sealed. It may 

be necessary to wait a few seconds for the air storage tank 

pressure to recover before attempting again. 

1. Once tire pressure is indicated on the air gauge (inflation 

pedal in position 1; foot removed from pedal), continue to 

inject air into the tire (inflation pedal position 2) in short 

intervals. Check the pressure frequently. Stand back during 

bead seat. Keep hands, arms, and entire body away from tire 

during this procedure (figure 20). Tire beads should move 

outward and “pop” into their bead seat position as pressure 

inside the tire increases. If this does not happen, a problem 

exists. Investigate carefully. 

Use of bead sealing jets without a tire in place can cause 

dirt and debris to be blown into the air with enough force 

to injure operator and/or bystander. Do not use the bead 

sealing control position to inflate a tire. 

 

 S. This unit is equipped with a pressure limiter to assist 

the operator with proper tire inflation. When the inflation 

pedal is held in position 2, the pressure limiter cycles the 

machine between position 2 (inflation) and position 1 (at rest, 

no airflow to tire). This cycling helps to prevent over infla-

tion of the tire. Tires can still be over inflated and explode 

with the use of this pressure limiter if all of the instructions in 

this manual are not followed completely. The pressure lim-

iter will keep most car and light truck tires from inflating 

beyond 60 PSI (smaller tires may reach higher pressures). It 

is the operator's responsibility to follow all instructions and 

to control inflation pressure as specified in these instructions. 

Check the function of the pressure limiter regularly and 

maintain it according to the instructions provided in this 

manual for safe and proper operation. Do not tamper with or 

attempt to adjust the pressure limiter. Tires requiring infla-

tion beyond 60 PSI should be inflated in a safety cage. 

T. If tire and wheel are properly lubricated and operator 

cannot achieve bead seal after three or four attempts, the 

valve core may be removed from the valve stem to allow 

more air flow into the tire to assist with bead seal. After 

bead seal is achieved, remove the clip-on chuck and rein-

stall the valve core. Reattach the clip-on chuck after core 

is installed. 

Figure 20 - Stand Back during Bead Seat 
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(19) Stages of Inflation on a Conventional Tire and Rim 

Review these descriptions and diagrams carefully. Refer to them as necessary during bead sealing, bead seating, and inflation to 

verify that you are proceeding properly and safely. 

Bead Sealing 
Bead sealing is the process of capturing air pressure between the tire and the rim. The tire will usually contain about 1/2 to 2 PSI 

at initial bead seal. 

Bead Seating 
Bead seating usually occurs on the long tapered side of the wheel first and the shorter side last. Bead seating will usually require 

at least 7 PSI in the tire. 40 PSI is the maximum safe pressure at this stage regardless of tire operating pressure. Most European 

import cars and many aftermarket alloy wheels are very tight and can be difficult to bead seat. Also note that asymmetrical hump 

and run-flat tires are extremely difficult to bead seat. Follow tire manufacturer’s recommended procedure for bead seating. 

Inflation 
After the beads are seated, the tire is ready to be inflated. Do not inflate the tire above the manufacturer’s recommended pressure 

as stamped on the tire sidewall. The typical inflation pressure for automobile tires is between 24 and 45 PSI. Light truck inflation 

pressure typically covers a wider range. 
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